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Taking care of all of your printing 
and visual graphics needs

You can count on our award-winning team of highly-creative 
specialists to provide you with the ultimate one stop shop 

solution and outstanding results, every time.

INSPIRE. CREATE. PRINT. DISPLAY.

Get in touch to discuss how you can 
stand out with our industry-leading printing 

and visual graphics services.

Contact our team of specialists today on

0113 278 3133
or sales@digitalplus.co.uk.

Digital Plus Ltd. Eastside House, Wyther Lane, Kirkstall, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS5 3BT.



Providing you with 
the most extensive visual 
graphics services around

From visualisation and design to production and installation, our range of visual graphics and 

professional printing services are the most comprehensive around.

Thanks to our complete print project management service, Project Plus, every brief is delivered 

to the highest standard by our in-house creative specialists, who have the flair and imagination to 

turn the tiniest of ideas into finished solutions with truly exceptional results.

Display graphics

Whether you want to transform your office with motivating wall 

graphics or promote your brand with head-turning posters, we can 

tick these graphics boxes and more. We’ll help you achieve the right 

visual impact, as well as get the best use from your space.

Signage

We can do anything with signage and have the expertise and 

insight to help you create your vision – exactly how you pictured it. 

From standard, large and super-sized graphic display pull-ups, to 

flags and stickers, we’ve got it covered.

Point of Sale (POS)

Enhance your customer experience and promote your new 

products and special offers. Our extensive range of POS display 

stands includes strut cards, promotional signage, 3D printing and 

cardboard and acrylic stands.

Exhibitions

Stand out from the crowd at your next exhibition with display 

stands that pull people in and keep them engaged. We provide the 

widest choice of display stands, ranging from stylish pop-ups to 

more complex, bespoke modular solutions.

Discover how we can turn your visions into reality, call us on 0113 278 3133.



We’re industry-leading visual graphics specialists

We are trusted by big name brands, 

regional and local businesses and education 

establishments alike, who all rely on us 

for our high quality printed graphics and 

unwavering customer service. 

Whatever your visual graphics challenge, we’ll 

solve it. We’re experienced visual graphics 

specialists, who design and produce display 

graphics, signage, POS and exhibition 

display stands for many of the UK’s largest 

companies and High Street brands.

Our established team comprises some 

of the industry’s leading creatives and 

our processes and equipment represent 

the latest cutting-edge technologies and 

techniques.

Sector-wide expertise

We’ve been established since 1999 - there’s 

nothing we don’t know or no challenge we 

can’t overcome.

We can provide solutions for all visual 

graphics challenges, whether you’re an 

architect or agency, or an individual or 

business within the retail, education, leisure or 

trade sectors.

Industry leaders

Thanks to our complete project management 

service, Project Plus, we can take any brief 

and stretch the boundaries of what can 

be achieved, often far beyond our clients’ 

imaginations.

It’s our innovative approach, one stop shop 

in-house production and installation service, 

state-of-the-art technology, excellent 

customer service and passion for finding 

a workable solution, that’s enabled us to 

become what we are today - undisputed 

leaders in our field.

We’ve built an excellent working relationship with Digital Plus, which has 
grown from the initial project, to them being the main supplier for the 

bespoke signage and artwork for our secondary logistics in the UK.
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Whatever your visual 
graphics challenge, 
we’ll solve it  

Our aim is to help all of our clients build their brands, use their space to its full potential and deliver 

effective communications, thanks to our highly innovative visual graphics solutions.

Such is our expertise, that we can always find a workable solution for our clients, regardless of 

their requirements. Many of our clients also choose us because we’re: 

Transparent and honest

We offer impartial advice that’s in 

the best interests of our clients, are 

accountable for our actions, deliver on 

what we promise and are open and 

clear when discussing options, prices 

and lead times.

Innovative

As visual graphics pioneers, we’re 

constantly exploring the latest 

technology and production methods 

to make sure our solutions stay ahead 

of the curve, deliver maximum impact 

and add value.

Responsive

We respond to all enquiries in hours, 

not days. We make sure we fully 

understand our clients’ requirements, 

enabling us to give accurate quotes 

and deliver the most efficient 

turnaround.

Creative and inspiring

We don’t work within the constraints 

of the simplest methods. As a 

result, we’re continuously breaking 

new boundaries and producing 

solutions that go beyond most clients’ 

imaginations.

Customer-focused

We place our clients at the heart of 

everything we do. We take the time to 

understand their requirements and 

find workable solutions that are 

delivered on time and within budget.

www.digitalplus.co.uk



Our approach: Professional. Thorough. Dedicated 

Our tried-and-tested approach is what’s enabled us to become the award-winning, 

industry-leading visual graphics specialists we are today.

Not only do we take the time to fully understand your requirements, we help you visualise your 

solution – before it’s even finished to ensure what you have in mind is exactly what you receive.

But that’s not all, our one stop shop approach, means we can provide you with everything you 

need, from our creative input, to production support and 24/7 installation and aftercare.

Putting ourselves in your shoes

We never just take a brief and deliver 

it without fully understanding your 

requirements. We’ll always provide 

a solution that meets and, where 

possible, exceeds your expectations.

Seeing is believing

It’s essential we provide you with the 

best possible results. That’s why we 

provide 3D visuals, so you can make 

any refinements and ensure the final 

product is just how you envisaged it.

Hassle-free installation

Our experienced installers work 

24/7, so that your project is installed 

with minimal hassle and disruption. 

It’s all part of our complete project 

management service, Project Plus

Visual graphics solutions 
that pack a creative punch

Thanks to our Project Plus service, 

our team of experienced in-house 

creative specialists take visual 

graphics to a whole new dimension, 

turning standard briefs into 

imagination-fuelled solutions.

Turning your vision – 
into reality

Our experienced team includes an 

established creative design studio, 

state-of-the-art print and production 

technology and a cutting-edge 

finishing department.

Thank you for the speed and quality. Everything that was 
asked has been achieved to a high standard.
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Discover how we can turn your visions into reality, call us on 0113 278 3133.



Project Plus: 
The complete print project 
management service

Discover how we can turn your visions into reality, call us on 0113 278 3133. www.digitalplus.co.uk

Whether we’re working on simple projects with a quick turnaround or bespoke briefs with longer 

lead times, our complete Project Plus print project management service means we can provide 

you with exactly what you need, when you need it.

With Project Plus, you benefit from the dedicated support of our highly experienced in-house 

creatives, who can turn the most standard of briefs into highly innovative and engaging projects.

From concept, right through to completion, our project management team works closely with 

you to push the visual boundaries and provide you with a finished product that delivers the best 

possible results.

Dedicated project 
management

3D printing

UK site surveys

Highly experienced concept 
design team

24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
installation service

In-house creatives

Sector-wide experience

Reliable and highly efficient

People we work with:


